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INTRODUCTION
A 31-hour blowout at Puna Geothermal Venture's (PGV) KS-8 well
near Pahoa occurred on June 12, 13 and 14. The blowout resulted in
the evacuation of some nearby families and in numerous complaints
of acute health symptoms from the released gases, the noise, and
odor nuisance. The blowout also raised a question as to whether or
not the geothermal resource in the Kilauea East Rift Zone can be
developed safely and without impacting the health of the nearby
residents.
On June 14, the Hawaii County Planning Director suspended all
drilling activities at PGV's present site. On June 16, immediately
after the well was temporarily secured, state of Hawaii and County
of Hawaii officials met to outline a strategy which has since been
followed.
INVESTIGATIONS
with
joint state-County participation three concurrent
investigations of the blowout were undertaken:
A review of KS-8
well drilling equipment and procedures (Element I) conducted by
four mainland government and private drilling, geologic and
regulatory experts; a review of the emergency response procedures
(Element II) conducted by the Department of Health and Hawaii
County civil Defense; and a review of air and noise mitigation,
monitoring and enforcement (Element III) conducted by two mainland
government and private engineering and regulatory experts.
The
final reports from the three groups were made available to the
state and County on July 24, 1991.
A community meeting was held
the following day at which time the reports were presented to the
pUblic by the investigative teams.
Based on the experts'
recommendations, the County of Hawaii extended the suspension order
to include all further activities at the PGV site exclusive of
efforts to fully control KS-8.
On July 30, 1991 the Mayor proclaimed a state of Emergency at
PGV's well site because there were subsurface symptoms, confirmed
by the state and County investigators, that the KS-8 well was not
fully under control.
This proclamation allowed the cognizant
agencies to expeditiously approve the drilling of a nearby water
well by the developer for the purpose of quenching and finally
killing the Ks-a well.
A conclusion of the investigations was that the blowout did
not occur as a result of "unusual or unmanageable subsurface
geologic or hydrologic conditions." All three of the investigative
reports recommended specific developer and government actions to
minimize the potential for future adverse impacts on health and
safety of personnel involved in the project and residents of nearby
communities.
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GEOTHERMAL TASK FORCE
At the direction of the Governor and Mayor, a Geothermal Task
Force consisting of the Directors of DBED, DOH and DLNR; and the
County's Managing Director, Planning Director and Civil Defense
Administrator, assisted by their staffs, was established to develop
a Geothermal Management Plan for implementing the recommendations
of the investigative reports.
Attachment A contains a complete
listing of the Task Force and subcommittee members.
The joint
State-County Task Force has met at least weekly since mid-August.
The Task Force developed the following Overall Goal and
Objectives, which have been diligently pursued in formulating the
Management Plan described herein:
OVERALL GOAL
To determine whether geothermal development by Puna Geothermal
Venture can proceed safely and without adverse effect upon the
pUblic health of the community.
OBJECTIVES
1)

2)
3)

Determine what changes in Puna Geothermal Venture's
drilling
procedures,
equipment,
supervision,
and
regulatory oversight are necessary before drilling may
proceed safely.
Determine what changes are necessary to improve Puna
Geothermal Venture's emergency response plan as a result
of the experience at well KS-S.
Determine what changes in air quality and noise
moni toring and enforcement programs are necessary to
assure pub l i,c health is protected as a result of the
experience at well KS-S.

On September 5, 1991 the Task Force received Puna Geothermal
Venture's report on their own investigation of the blowout as well
as PGV's response to the recommendations contained in the
investigative reports.
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF MANAGEMENT PLAN
Attachment B is the Task Force's recommended Geothermal
Management Plan.
It is organized in a manner corresponding to
investigative Elements I, II and III. The plan addresses each of
the investigative report recommendations, referencing the page(s)
in the Element report on which each recommendation was discussed.
The matrix indicates for each item a due date based on practical
estimates by the agencies affected, as well as the lead and, if
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indicated, support agency(s) involved.
The Task Force believes
that the due dates may be improved significantly through
cooperative efforts between the developer and the regulatory
agencies involved. It should also be noted that while a particular
item is logically to be completed by PGV, the Task Force believes
the ultimate responsibility to carry out the plan should remain a
regulatory function of the government,
whose agencies are
identified in the plan. The plan does not specify which tasks must
be completed before PGV is allowed to resume drilling.
The
respective regulatory agencies will be responsible to determine
what changes are necessary to be performed by PGV in order to
satisfy the stringent requirements of their permits.
SUMMARY OF ISSUES
The Task Force believes that all Element I tasks relating to
drilling equipment and procedures must be completed prior to
resumption of drilling activity.
PGV must also receive DLNR
approval to change certain wells already drilled from injection to
production wells, and vice versa, before further drilling can
resume. PGV cannot resume any drilling activities without agency
approvals of modifications to drilling permits and plans of
operations previously approved.
Finally, DOH and DLNR need to
execute a Memorandum of Understanding relating to regulatory
oversight of injection wells.
Element II addresses the adequacy of emergency response
actions and plan review and revision that must be completed before
activity can resume. Many of the concerns which have been raised
resulted from the confusion which arose during and following the
blowout.
The Task Force recognizes that one of the major tasks
that must
be completed
is
the
comprehensive review and
modification, as appropriate, of PGV's Emergency Response Plan
(ERP).
The ERP, approved in 1990, is formulated around a worstcase scenario of anticipated emissions from the project. The plan
further cites the levels of emissions that would trigger "warning",
"alert" and "emergency" actions. The Task Force believes that the
worst-case scenario and triggering levels of emissions need to be
thoroughly reviewed (as confirmed by the analysis in Element III) .
The ERP must be appropriately revised by the developer, and
approved by the County.
The review and approval of the
comprehensive ERP is considered to be the "critical path" item that
must be completed before PGV is allowed to resume drilling or
proceed with any other activity where there is any risk of
emission.
Element III consists of a review of air quality and noise
abatement and monitoring recommendations. The Task Force believes
that a number of Element III actions will require considerable time
and resources to implement, particularly those that require long
lead times for equipment purchase, and obtaining funding and
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personnel.
Health and safety of residents can be adequately
safeguarded if the intent of these recommendations are fulfilled
through several remedial actions.
CONCLUSION
The information contained in the three investigative reports
and recommendations, and the subsequent review and analysis by
State and County agencies which is provided in this geotherma l
management plan
enables the agencies to properly oversee PGV'S
activities and enforce permit conditions.
with the issuance o f
this report, Puna Geothermal Venture is expected to inform the
State and County agencies of their plans for compliance.
The agencies, through their respective permits, will ensure
that compliance is achieved prior to the resumption of any drilling
activity. The following tasks are critical in that regard:
All recommendations related to drilling activity covered
by the Element I report must be fulfilled.
The Emergency Response Plan must be updated, revised and
accepted.
Adequate air quality and noise monitoring and enforcement
capability must be in place.
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ATTACHMENT A
STATE - COUNTY GEOTHERMAL TASK FORCE

Task Force

Sub-Committee
Members

STATE OF HAWAII

COUNTY OF HAWAII

Murray E. Towill
Director, DBED
Co-Chairperson

Barry Mizuno
Managing Director
Co-Chairperson

William W. Paty
Director, DLNR

Norman Hayashi
Planning Director

John C. Lewin, M.D.
Director, DOH

Harry Kim
civil
Defense
Administrator

Takeshi Yoshihara, DBED

Tadato Nagasako,
Planning

Bruce Anderson, DOH

Rodney
Planning

Manabu Tagomori, DLNR
Maurice Kaya, DBED
Tom Arizumi, DOH
Jerry Haruno, DOH
Gerald Lesperance, DBED
Dean Nakano, DLNR
Janet Swift, DLNR
Michelle Wong-Wilson, DBED
Harold Matsuura, DOH

Nakano ,

I .

GEOTHERMAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

I. Changes in PGV's Drilling Procedures end Supervision IElement II

A.

Att achment B

DUE DATE

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2. SUPPORT

10/01/91

DLNR

Amend Plen 01 Ope rat ions lor KS-8; by
12/31/91 amend Plan 01 Operations lor
KS-4 , 6 , 6, 9, 10, 11.

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

Operators Supervisory Personnel
1.

DLNR require operators to: Ipg. 13 & 16)

a . Have supervisors on rig floor while drilling, especially during crew changes
b . Enter all blowout prevention drills and BOPE
operations in A.I.D.C. tour reports
c . School all toolpushers , drillers and derrickmen
in the use of recommended monitoring equipment
d. Ensure all drilling personnel understand the
implications 01 changes in subsurface conditions
as indicated by the mon itor ing equipment
e . Establ ish c rite ria for all drilling parsonnel to
communicate significant changes in subsurface
conditions to supervisors and regulators

2.

Be conservative and flexible in the ir approech
to casing wells above 2,000 It. (pg. 13)

10/01/91

DLNR

Amend Plan 01 Operations lor KS-8; by
12/31/91 amend Plan 01 Operations
for KS-4, 5 , 6 , 9 , 10, 11

3.

When drilling be low 600 leet, without BOPE, to :
Ipg . 141

10/01/91

DLNR

Amend Plan of Operations lo r KS-8; by
12/31/91 amend Plan of Ope rations for
KS-4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11.

a . Run maximum bottom hole temperatures at
every connection, look ing for increase
in thermal gradient
b . Take representative water samples and
analyze as soon as possible for salinity
and conductivity increases
c . Catch cutting samples every 10 leet and

"
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I. Changes in PGV's Drilling Procedures and Suparvision IElament II

DUE DATE

AGENCIES :
1 . LEAD
2 . SUPPORT

10/01/91

DLNR

Amend Plan of Operations for KS·8; by
12/31/91 amend Plan of Operations for
KS-4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11 .

10/01/91

DLNR

Draft MOU has been completed

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

analyza for hydrothermal minerals
d . If it appears geothermal zone is to be
encountered, with approval of DLNR.
operator run casing, cement and rig BOPE
B.

Equipmant Modifications

1.

DLNR require operators to : lpg. 14 8& 15\

a . Install largar flow relief from BOPE stack
b. Install low pressure burst plate in flow line
to divert flow
c . Include an additional double gate preventar in
the BOPE stack
d . Install a silencer or muffler in the 13 3/8 inch
diverter line
e . Equip mud pumps with the maximum sized pump liners

I. Provide adequate cool watar supply, on site, to
kill well

g . Provide a larger mud cooler or add a mud cooler
h. Install monitor to alert driller to downhole
pressures and changes
i. lnstalt mud pit alarm system to alert driller

C.

Regulatory Oversight lpg . 15 8& 16\
1.

Prepare MOU between DLNR and DOH assigning over-

1.

Attachment B
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I. Changes in PGV's Drilling Procedures end Supervision (Element I)

DUE DATE

sight end control of both production and injection
wells to one agency

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2 . SUPPORT

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

DOH

2.

Establish mechanism whereby operator permitted to
propose and agency approve on -site modifications
to casing program or drilling operations

10/01/91

DLNR

3.

DLNR review casing progrem on a well -to-well basis,
inc orpo ra ting accumulated knowledge

10/01/91

DLNR

4.

Require operators to inform DLNR of changes in the
reservoir model

10/01/91

DLNR

Amend Plan of Operations for KS·8; by
12/31/91 amend Plan of Operations for
KS-4, 5, 6 , 9,10,11

5.

DLNR to update independent reservoir model

12/31/91

DLNR

Use GEO-TAC, GeothermEx or other co nsu lran u.

6.

Delete specific BOPE and casing requirements in ad m inistrative rules .

12/31/91

DLNR

Amend Ch , 13 -183 Admini strative Rules

7.

Prepare standard spacifications with specific
construction deta ils to includa BOPE and procedures
for the construction of geothermel production and
injection wells

12/31/91

DLNR

Use Cal iforn ia DOG manu al as mode l

8.

Ask NGO and ASTM to rav iew current procedures and as tablish standards for gaothermal drilling

12/31/91

DLNR

GEOTHERMAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

Att achment B

II. Emergency Response IElement III

DUE DATE

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2. SUPPORT

A.

12/31/91

HEER, HCD

Agency approval ab out 30 days after dev elo p",
submits revised plan .

Agencies review and approve PGV's Emargency Response Plan
Ipg. 111:

COMMENTS / S CHEDULE

1.

Eveluate the analysis of the hazard of an
uncontrolled well venting

11/30/91

1. DOH
2 . HCD, DLNR

Requires rev iew of PGV's s ubmis sion

2.

Re -evaluate the wern ing , alert and emergency act ion
levels for H2S

11/30/91

1. DOH
2 . HCD

Requ ires toxi cologi st s u pport

3.

Develop an emergency action level for noise

11/30/91

DOH

4.

Complete a review of H2S monitoring capability and
procedures

11/30/91

1. DOH
2. HCD, HPD, HFD

5.

Ensure communications and awareness of the plen contents
with all responding agencies

11/30/91

DOH

B.

Resolve confusion over housing reimbursement lEI. II, pg . 1 1 I

08/30/91

HCPD

Completed

C.

Resolve function of PGV employee alarm system lEI. II, pg. 1 1 I

08/30/91

HCPD

Completed

D.

Rev iew notif ication procedures and provide appropriate verbal
and written notif icat ion to ensure compliance w ith the Emergancy
Planning and Community Right-to -Know Act of 1986 lEI. II, pg . 1 1 I

08/30/91

1. DOH
2. HCD

Completed

I ,
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III. Part I. Air and Noisa Monitoring IElement III, Part I. Reynoldsl

A.

Attachment B

DUE DATE

AGENCIES :
1 . LEAD
2 . SUPPORT

07/01/92

CAB

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

Air Monitoring Network
1.

Discontinue unneeded background monitoring sites
lind redirect savings to source control. eVlllulltion
lind high quality portable field monitors
Ipg .5)

2.

Establish a unified air monitoring system, rnenaqed end audited
by DOH , and follows input from Stakeholders, to include
lpg . 5 & 6):

DOH to ensure H2S and met stations are
appropriately located

Need to batter dafine s cope of th is program

CAB

a . Verification of concentrations of other Inon-H2Sl toxic
pollutants

11/30/91

b . A meteorological measurement system et each permanent
H2S monitoring station

3 months after
funding

c . The acquisition of a password protected remote access
modem capability system at each permanent H2S monitoring
system in order to provide timely information to regulatory
agencies

3 months after
funding

d . A uniform, functional, short, sampling intake, manifold
and monitor intake line to be cleaned regularly

11/01/91

e. Add

3 mos . after funding

ASAB

f. Establish 8 QA program, using GAMP or existing SAIC
program, at 811 stations with quarterly independent DOH
staff audits .

11/01/91

ASAB

Davalopment underway by DOH

g. Obtain additional portable H2S monitors (Jerome
equivalentl. Configure 1 for eutornatic data recording

11/01/91

CAB

Possible access to PGV's Jerome mon itor . lnclus iou
of portable H2S monitors will improve ability to
alert rescue personnel

11/01/91

CAB
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meteorological station to the Irvine site

DOH raquira PGV to establish this in their
maintenance program . Also eddressed in task I.A. 2

h. At existing H2S monitoring stations :
III Modify or replace manifold intaka probe and sample
lina at Alvarez and Wade stations to remove
condensation

r .
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DUE DATE

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2. SUPPORT

121 Conduct independent gas phase audit at Alvarez and
Wade stations

11/01/91

ASAB

(31 Improva written station procedures, data handling
and station equipment diagram at Alvarez, Wada,
Leilani and Nanawale stations
(41 Regularly clean manifold, intake probe and sample
line at all H2S monitor stations

11/01/91

CAB

11/01/91

CAB

Being implemented

151 Establish a station log and perhaps a monitor log
that remains with station and equipment at Alvarez,
Wada, Leilani and Nanawale stations

10/01/91

CAB

Being implemented

(6) Offset chart zero by 10% and carefully document drift
if accuracy in the 2 -6 ppb ranga is to be claimed.
Establish tolerances in the OA program that reflect tho
desired low concentration accuracy at all stations
except Leilani and Nanawele

11/01/91

ASAB

(71 Add password level remote access integration into OA
and data reduction of station data. Provide password
level controlled immediate access to appropriate
agencies at all stations

07/01/92

1. CAB
2 . ASAB

(8) Add meteorological capability to Nenawele station

07/01/92

1 . ASAB

(9) Direct PGV to add meterorological capabilities to PGV
SE and Woods Stations

07/01/92

CAB

CAB to meet with PGV by 09/16/91

(10) Calibrate and audit station at a lower range of H2S
than presently utilized at all stations

11/01/91

ASAB

About 2 months needed to prepare cal ibration gas mixture

1111 Add functional data loggers (CAB pressntly preferred)
at Leilani and Nanawele stations

07/01/92

ASAB

Refer to Task A.2 .C

(1 21 Prepare monthly tables showing hourly averages and
peak daily H2S rates (and DOH clearly identify
station location, name end operator] at all stations

07/01/92

CAB

III. Part I. Air and Noisa Monitoring (Element III. Part I. Reynoldsl

3.

Attachment B

Redistribute H2S monitoring stations Ipg . 7)

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

Refer to Task A.2.C .

\ ,
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III. Part I. Air and Noise Mon ito ring IElement III, Part I, Reynolds)

B.

C.

Att achment B

DUE DATE

AGENCIES :
1. LEAD
2 . SUPPORT

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

a.

Drop PGV Woods Station; retain onlv one background
Station at Nanawele

07/01/92

CAB

Refer to Tasks A.2.h .181 and A1.

b.

Relocate PGV Southeast Station more to Southwest

07/01/92

CAB

Refer to Tasks A.2.h.(9) and A 1

c.

Drop Alvarez Stetion

11/30/91

CAB

After relocation of Wood Station to Lei lani Est a te -.

d.

Retein Irvine Station for met onlv and add multilevel wind and temperature capebilitv

ASAB

Refer to Ta sk A.I.C

Geothermal Resources Permit and Noise Monitoring
lEI, III. Pt . 1, pg . 7 & 8)
1.

Clarifv GRP requ irements for noise

10/01/91

1. NR
2 . HCPD

2.

Designate one government office to receive and investigata noise complaints

10/01/91

DOH

3.

Acquire one mobile/portable unmanned no ise monitor
with shelter and modem

07/01/92

NR

4.

More trequentlv perform agency spot checks of developer's
no ise control efforts and per iodicellv compare calibrators

09/01/91

NR

On -going

6.

Evaluate present noise standards w ith, if necessary, an
expert opinion on BACT assessments

07/01/92

NR

Task requ ires communication w ith 10cBI
accoustical consultant and sound me asuring
equipment manufacturers.

6.

Direct noise monitoring effort toward resolution of compla ints and identificat ion of source problem solutions.
Red irect part of monitoring effort to specific problem
noise identification

07/01/92

NR

On -going

7.

Noise BACT determinat ion should be sensitive to worker
safe tv, and not allow equipment choices to dictate subsequent noise control steps

07/01/92

NR

Included in Task B.5 .

Permit a nd Compl ian ce Review lEI. III, PI. 1, pg. 8 8< 91

Included in Tas k C.3 .

1 .
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III. Part I. Air and Noise Mon itoring IElement III. Pert I. Reynoldsl

Att ach ment B

DUE DATE

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2. SUPPORT

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

1.

Evaluata 100 ppbv one hour averege limitation IAAQSI

11/01/91

CAB

Included in Task II.A.

2.

Evaluate remaining KS-8 health complaints

On ·going

DOH

Center for Disease Contr ol m ay as sist

3.

Designate one government office to receive and investigate air and noise complaints. Avoid referring
complaints to developer

10/01/91

1. CAB
2.NR

DOH designated

4.

Characterize resource (test and analyze all components
of all fluids I

11/30/91

CAB

DOH enforce ATC condition 20

5.

DOH actively participate in source tests and independently
quantify H2S emiss ions during drilling, stacking and controlled or uncontrolled venting. specifically IPg. 8 & 91:

Also relates to Ta sk II.A, ·Wor st ·Case Scenarios "

a . Obtain expertise to measure drift arnd trace toxics contained
in particulate and gas phases during emission release
events until they are well documented and established

11/30/91

DOH

See IIA

b . Develop eccurate and comprehensive emissions inventory
and geothermal resource chemical constituent database
specific to the project and ind ividual wells

11/30/91

CAB

Refer to Task III.C.4

CAB

BACT analysis is done lor all emission points .
Testing is done to determ ine compl ian ce with
ATC before PTO is issued. This recommend at ion
more applicable to power plants .

c . Develop em ission limits and/or technology development
and application to all known emission points based upon
BACT . and test performance under good dispersal
conditions [start w ith stacking control system)

on -going

d. Remove restrict ion on air drilling from ATC, if possible

11/01/91

CAB

DOH consult w ith DLNR

e . Determine if KS-8 explosions caused by a pressure surge
(gas pressured from bottom of hole) or it was II water/mud
hammer

11/01/91

DLNR

ReIer to GEO·TAC, GeothermEx, or other expert s

11/01/91

DLNR

To be eddressed under Task II.A

I.

Eveluete maximum accidental exposure to close residents
and ensure those residents know of circumstances/risk
and steps they can taka to protect themselves

I.
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III, Part II. Micrometeorological. Aerometric and Health Effects
Analvsis (Element III, Part II, Goddardl

D.

Rigorously enforce H2S limits Ipg. 2 & 421

Attachment B

DUE DATE

AGENCIES:
1. LEAD
2. SUPPORT

COMMENTS / SCHEDULE

07/01/92

CAB

Initieted

1.

Conduct frequent unannounced field inspections

2.

Implement emission rate measuring procedure, equip ment and detabase to quantify emiaaion rlltes and log
emission data

Refer to Tasks IIIA .2 .c. end IIIA .2.h .m

3.

Frequently verify resource geo-chemical analysis bV
independant laboratory IInalysis

Included in Task IIIA .2 .1.

4.

Immediately geo -chemically analyze new resources at a
frequency lit which minimal chenqes between aemples are
observed

Included in Task IIIA .2 .1.

6.

Chemicelly analyze developed reosurces quarterly or more
frequent if a 10% change is observed

Included in Task III.CA .

E.

Establish a Puna Air Monitoring Panel to advise on air and
noise monitoring

07/01/92

DOH

Unificetion scope needs to be defined
Refer to Task III.A.2.

F,

Modify station positions end install additional met equipment and
sites as shown in Figure 6 -1 and described in pg . 43 and 45 of
Element III. Part II. Each station chenge should be done sequentially starting with existing stations ferthest from PGV site
(Elament III, Part II. Pg . 2. 43, 45)

07/01/92

1. CAB
2. ASAB

See Task III.A.l

ATTACHMENT C

GLOSSARY
AI DC - Association of International Drilling Contractors
ASAB - Air Surveillance and Analysis Branch (Air Lab)
ASTM - American Society for Testing of Materials
ATC

- Authority to Construct Permit (Air Quality)

BACT - Best Available Control Technology
BOPE - Blowout Prevention Equipment
CAB

- Clean Air Branch (DOH)

CHPD - County of Hawaii Planning Department
DOG

- California's Division of oil and Gas

GAMP - Geysers Air Monitoring Program
GEO-TAC - Geothermal Technical Advisory Committee
GRP

- Geothermal Resources Permit

HCD

- Hawaii County civil Defense

HEER - Hazardous Evaluation and Emergency Response Office, DOH
HFD

- Hawaii County Fire Department

HPD

- Hawaii County Police Department

MOU

- Memorandum of Understanding

NR

- Noise and Radiation Branch

NGO

- National Geothermal organization (actually National
Drilling Organization)

PGV

- Puna Geothermal Venture

SAIC - Science Applications International corporation
QA

- Quality Assurance

